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A successful, charismatic four-star general, Glenn McMahon, leaps in like a rock star to 

command NATO forces in Afghanistan, only to be taken down by a journalist's no-holds-

barred exposé. 
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ENTERTAINING, BUT WOULDN’T PAY FOR IT.  

It's the premise of war in this movie that I like. It shows how wrong war can be by showing the pathetic 

and absurd side of it. The structure is unique, but the concept feels already used. My experience with the movie 

and the act is that it's very similar to Inglourious Basterds (2009) by director Quentin Tarantino. War Machine 

feels like a retrieved copy, as both films have Brad Pitt as the protagonist focusing on his absurd charisma. This 

production from Netflix has been largely acclaimed for the satirical interpretation of advance of war, but for me 

it does not reach all the way. I know what conclusion it wants to give me, but it is so simple that I feel insulted. 

One can reflect that it is a technique to symbolize how easily we people see war, by just "looking away". That 

we can stop this simple and absurd situation that takes place with our military, by just opening our eyes. But I 

do not think that was what the premise was intended for. It feels like the filmmakers want to simplify a complex 

subject. I would rather have a more developed act and satire, instead of the typical American stereotype. There 

are good parts and aspects in the script, but it's not flawless. 

The act of the film was mostly good. I was annoyed with Brad Pitt, but I do not know if it was for his 

acting or a poorly written character. It felt like he was holding back. I think he should have taken advantage of 

the environment and the scenes a little more. Explore the possibility of good improvised scenes as you have seen 

in his earlier films. The rest of the ensemble was mediocre, nothing bad but nothing special either. The film 

should have had more improvised scenes, not only with Brad Pitt but with all the actors. If I was the director I 

would have focused on that. The appearances in the scenes and the performances of the actors indicate that they 

followed the script very strictly. It worked in some scenes but not all of them. This may be because the 

characters, especially the soldiers, are intended to be impulsive and crazy. Then it does not work to strictly  

follow a script, which was a bad choice for the director. If I'm wrong and some of the scenes are really 

improvised, then it's still a foolish job by the director, when he obviously choosed wrong clips in that case. 

Overall, it was okay. The scenography and camera-work were very convincing, but not enough to be 

extraordinary. They gave a realistic tone and helped tell the story, but it was still not impressive, simply. 

 

It has a good message to share and it also succeeds with humor in the majority of the scenes. You can 

look over the shortcomings depending on how deeply you are reading the movie. I recommend giving it a 

chance anyway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


